Escaping from Cities during the COVID-19 Crisis: Using Mobile Phone Data to Trace Mobility in Finland
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Abstract: The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) crisis resulted in unprecedented changes in the spatial mobility of people across societies due to the restrictions imposed. This also resulted in unexpected mobility and population dynamics that created a challenge for crisis preparedness, including the mobility from cities during the crisis due to the underlying phenomenon of multi-local living. People changing their residences can spread the virus between regions and create situations in which health and emergency services are not prepared for the population increase. Here, our focus is on urban–rural mobility and the influence of multi-local living on population dynamics in Finland during the COVID-19 crisis in 2020. Results, based on three mobile phone datasets, showed a significant drop in inter-municipal mobility and a shift in the presence of people—a population decline in urban centres and an increase in rural areas, which is strongly correlated to secondary housing. This study highlights the need to improve crisis preparedness by: (1) acknowledging the growing importance of multi-local living, and (2) improving the use of novel data sources for monitoring population dynamics and mobility. Mobile phone data products have enormous potential, but attention should be paid to the varying methodologies and their possible impact on analysis.
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1. Introduction

Human mobility plays an integral part in the global outbreak of the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic. First, the mobility of people is a prerequisite for face-to-face social interactions between people and, thus, it is a mediator of virus transmission, both globally and locally [1,2]. Second, most-prevailing COVID-19 containment and mitigation measures by authorities to protect society focus on restricting mobility and spatial behaviour of people. In many countries, the measures that were applied included movement restrictions within and between countries, the closure of public facilities, such as schools and libraries, and temporarily closing workplaces, and retail and entertainment facilities. People were strongly encouraged to stay at their homes, but regional lockdowns and curfews were also put in place. Initial studies indicate the effectiveness of abovementioned spatial measures on curbing the pandemic, in particular cancelling public events, restricting private gatherings, closure of schools and self-isolation at home [3,4].

The mobility restrictions reduced movements of people at all levels from global travel to local activities such as daily commuting between home and work [5–7]. Put differently, not only did this reduced the overall mobility of people at large [8], but it also changed the existing structures of mobility flows within societies [9]. The most drastic reduction in mobility flows and the presence of people occurred within typically busy urban mobility hubs such as metro stations [10] and dense urban centres [11,12]. By forcing people to stay at home and to work remotely means shrinkage of the morning mobility flows from
rural and suburban areas towards city centres, and the opposite evening flows. Instead, movements were more bound to one’s local community [10]. Furthermore, the containment measures might create new unexpected mobility flows from dense urban areas towards rural regions [13].

In fact, not much attention has been paid to the mobility of people from urban to rural areas in the context of the COVID-19 crisis, nor to the underlying phenomenon of multi-local living—living in more than one place and having multiple homes as “anchor points” in their lives [14]. The multi-local living is a globally growing phenomenon taking place for a range of reasons—from leisure practices, work- and educational-related necessities to familial matters (e.g., extended families, children separated from parents) [14]. For example, on average, some 15% of households in Europe own a secondary property [15]; while it is 13% in the U.S. [16], and in China over 20% of urban households (16% of rural households) own multiple homes [17]. While multi-local living is a diverse and heterogeneous phenomenon [14,18,19], it is far more complex than seasonal residence [20] and vacation-related second home tourism in the country [21].

People having multiple homes have more flexible lifestyles, but these are also more complex, because they have the option (sometimes also required) to reside in different homes at different times. Seasonal and weekend residences are the most visible examples of the urban–rural mobility flows [20–22]. However, these new mobility patterns and dynamic fluctuation of inhabitants lead to challenges for governance, policymaking, and planning. Local and national governments and administrative bodies need to have an overview of de facto inhabitants to provide adequate public services, yet they rely on “static” population information based on the assumption that people have only one home. Furthermore, amid societal disruptions, such as the nation-wide calls for remote working and the growing fear of infection in crowded urban centres during the COVID-19 crisis, can potentially cause unexpected mobility flows as people with multiple homes can choose which home to reside in. Not knowing these mobility flows and actual whereabouts of people causes a challenge for emergency management and planning. In the COVID-19 case, people changing their residences may not only spread the virus between regions, but also create situations in which health and emergency services have not prepared for the increase of inhabitants.

Against this background, our first aim is to explain how the first wave of the COVID-19 outbreak and the government’s actions to control infection rates in Finland affected the mobility between urban and rural areas, and the temporary residential choices of people in particular. Finland has an extensive network of secondary homes, and most of them have good mobile network coverage, allowing remote working that was recommended by the government. Hence, our hypothesis is that Finns moved to their second homes from bigger cities despite government instructions not to move from their homes. For that, we use big data approach to examine changes in mobility flows and the de facto distribution of the population in Finland using countrywide mobile phone-based data products. Our second aim is to address the importance of input data and discuss the applicability of aggregated mobile phone-based data products by mobile network operators for crisis management and for social good, in general.

Next, we contextualise our case study by describing multi-local living and COVID-19 in Finland (Section 2.1), how mobile phone data are used for COVID-19 research (Section 2.2), and what kind of different mobile phone data products are available (Section 2.3).

2. Background

2.1. Case Finland—Multi-Local Living and the COVID-19 Crisis

Multi-local living is a widespread phenomenon in Finland as in all Nordic countries, where roughly half of all Nordic households have access to a second home [23]. In Finland (population 5.5 million), some 24% of households own secondary homes [15], whereas multi-local living is tightly connected to seasonal residences—there are half a million summer cottages in the country [24]. In many rural municipalities, seasonal residence is
multiplying the size of the temporary population during the summer, and rough estimates suggest approximately 1.5 million additional people live in rural areas in the summer compared to winter [20]. Overall, a recent study reveals that millions of Finns practice multi-local living for different reasons [25].

Finland was hit by the emergence of COVID-19 in March 2020 (as were other countries in Europe). After the World Health Organization (WHO) declared the outbreak to be a pandemic on 11 March 2020 [26], national governments gave a set of guidelines that included avoiding international travel, encouraging remote work, and avoiding any leisure-related domestic mobility. Given the significant number of people with multiple homes and the country’s highly developed IT sector offering ideal remote working opportunities, the setting provides a lucrative chance to escape from cities. Soon after, the media started reporting about people moving to their second homes despite government recommendations to prevent the potential overload of health services in rural municipalities, which created an extensive public discussion on the topic [13]. As an extreme measure, the Finnish government made a decision to restrict all non-necessary travel to and from the most populous region of Uusimaa, including the capital of Helsinki, which had become the national epicentre of the virus outbreak [27]. The lockdown lasted for two and a half weeks (28 March–15 April 2020). After the lockdown, the Finnish government continued to advise people to avoid moving to their secondary homes and any other leisure-related travel. Recent study estimates that over a million employees in Finland worked remotely during the first wave of COVID-19 and almost half of the all employees would prefer remote working, in general [28]. This gives flexibility for households to be more mobile and reside in secondary homes both during the pandemic and post-pandemic period.

2.2. Human Mobility, Mobile Phone Data, and COVID-19

Flexible lifestyles and mobility of people that shape the dynamics of spatial distribution of population is challenging to examine with traditional data sources (e.g., surveys and registers) to understand dynamic social phenomena, such as multi-local living. In the last two decades, mobile phone data have made it possible to reveal human mobilities and the structures of dynamic mobility flows across spatial scales at unprecedented detail [29,30]. Papers published in the well-established literature have identified mobility patterns from mobile phone data to understand a wide range of social processes and phenomena. This includes understanding the dynamic structures of urban mobility and population distribution [31], accessibility to services [32], functional regions and the urban-rural linkages [33], socio–spatial inequalities [34], the spread of infectious diseases [35], risk exposure assessment [36], and in crisis management and planning [37]. Furthermore, research on mobility patterns in relation to multi-local living has been limited by traditional data collection, but mobile phone data can capture both temporal variations of individual activity spaces [38,39], seasonal residence mobility [22], and multi-local living in different countries [40].

The COVID-19 crisis has demonstrated clearly the importance of mobile phone data for crisis management and response purposes. Mobile phone data are generated near real-time, and allow for metrics to support decision-making at multiple levels, for understanding the spatial dynamics of the epidemics, and preventing the spread of the virus [41,42]. Several studies have already applied mobile phone data to study the COVID-19 crisis from the perspective of the effects of confinement measures and mobility restrictions [6,8,43,44], the role of socioeconomic markers in explaining areal variability in infections [45], changes in travel distances and times [9,40,46], and changes in population distribution [7], or national mobility [47].

Despite these use cases, the use of mobile phone data to support pandemic response continue to present several challenges. These include the varying spatial and temporal resolutions of each data source [48] and difficulties to integrate them to reveal mobility dynamics on relevant scales [35]. Furthermore, access to data, the capacity to process complex data and establish the necessary interdisciplinary teams and collaborations, lack
of political will, and concerns about data privacy and protection have remained challenges, and hindered widespread use of mobile phone data in operational decision making [42,49].

2.3. Definition of Presence, Activity, and Movement in Mobile Phone Data

Recently, mobile network operators have started to provide their own aggregated data products that allow us to overcome some of the challenges mentioned above. Yet, data products with undisclosed methodologies create new challenges, such as what exactly data represent as well as the compatibility of terminology. Mobile phone data from the network, regardless of their characteristics, can be broadly divided into two types, based on how data represent people—presence and mobility. How these have been defined and measured, however, varies by data products and data providers. We use the traditional geographical concept of the space–time path [50] to illustrate the differences.

Definition of presence strives for capturing of people’s whereabouts. Mobile phone data are generally processed from individual level space–time trajectories, thinking them as a series of location snapshots (Figure 1A). In the raw, individual level mobile phone data, each location snapshot is recorded when a mobile phone continuously connects to a base station. Therefore, a snapshot of a space–time trajectory at a given location and a moment in time is seen as a measure of (physical) presence. The snapshots do not necessarily imply stationary being in one location, but simply a momentary location. In aggregated mobile phone data, a measure of presence (also referred to as activity) is constituted by being aggregated over a certain time threshold within a spatial unit. The time threshold, which constitutes a measure of presence in aggregated datasets, therefore, has an important role in shaping the data as it influences which aggregated snapshots are identified as valid presence locations. The thresholds vary between operators and studies [42] examples being 20 minutes in our datasets, one hour in [47] and two hours in [7].

There are also varying practices relating to how mobility is defined in aggregated mobile phone datasets, which relate to varying purposes of presenting either individual trips (also referred to as movements) or more general mobility (Figure 1B). When the aggregated dataset strives to capture trips, a measure of trip can simply be defined as continuous sequence of valid presence locations in a space–time path. The aim of these datasets therefore is to capture all individual trips and the “origins” change according to the presence locations. However, if the purpose is to capture more general mobility, the “origin” is typically constant within 24 hours, such as the night location (e.g., [46]) or early morning location (e.g. [44]). In this case, the “origins” are more realistic representations
of people’s home locations, allowing broader analyses of origin areas within a country. However, in these datasets, not all trips are recorded; when one commutes daily to another city, the return trips are not captured due to constant “origins”.

Regardless of the mobility definition, the time threshold to define the valid presence locations of people has an important role as it directly influences how the “destinations” in mobility datasets appear. When the selected time threshold is short, more trips are divided into multiple records, which complicates the identification of true travel chains. This means that “destinations” reveal that a person has been in a certain location momentarily, but not whether the place has been the end or a passing place of the trip or how long the person has stayed. These variations in definitions and aggregation practices set challenges for data validity evaluations and comparisons between multiple datasets provided by different mobile network operators.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Data

We used three anonymised and aggregated data products derived from mobile network data generated by two mobile network operators. Telia Finland via Telia Crowd Insights and Elisa are the two largest telecommunications companies in Finland having roughly one-third of the market share each [51]. The datasets were not openly available, but both operators provided their aggregated datasets for the COVID-19 research. The two datasets from Telia include: (1) activity location data and (2) origin–destination (OD) mobility data for the period 1 February–30 March, 2020, including three missing days (12 February, 13 February, and 25 February) in the dataset. Both datasets cover all of Finland and the number of people have been weighted to represent the total population based on the operator’s market share in individual’s place of residence (municipality).

First, the activity location data indicates the daily presence of individuals at the municipality level—once a person spends at least 20 minutes within one mobile network base station during given day, then one of her/his activity locations and thus his/her presence is counted in the municipality where the given base station is located. An individual’s presence is only counted in one municipality if they do not move beyond that municipality during the day, whereas their presence is counted in several municipalities if they spend over 20 minutes in each of several municipalities. The dataset does not reveal the place of residence of these people, and although it does not reveal actual movement between municipalities, it does reflect the overall mobility of people.

Second, the origin–destination mobility data indicates individual’s trips that are aggregated to daily mobility flows between municipalities. Each trip is defined as an individual’s movement between the two consecutive municipalities that are considered to be one’s activity locations (spent time over 20 min) for each day. Here, one long-distance travel instance can potentially be counted as several shorter trips, if the given trip includes some longer (>20 min) breaks during travel. Thus, long-distance travel may be underrepresented in the dataset and should be acknowledged while explaining the findings. The dataset does not reveal the place of residence of these people.

The third dataset by Elisa is another activity location dataset at the postal code area level from the Hospital District of Helsinki and Uusimaa (HUS) that is geographically more accurate than the municipality level. The data include 369 postal code areas from 24 municipalities. The dataset is from the period 1 January–31 May 2020 (22 weeks), including some missing days (19 January–10 February, 5 March and 7 April). The number of people were weighted to represent the entire population based on the operator’s market share in a postal code area. Similar to the Telia data, an individual’s activity location in a postal code area is considered once they spend at least 20 min there. In contrast to the first dataset by Telia, this dataset also has information on the distribution of people present in a postal code area by their place of residence in the postal code area. Place of residence is found for each day and defined as a postal code area with most time spent during the night hours on that day.
3.2. Methodology

We used Telia activity location data to understand changes in people’s presence at the municipal level. For that, we calculated the baseline value for each municipality as the average presence of people during the first seven days of February, and compared it against the daily variation in people’s presence during the first COVID-19 outbreak in Finland in March 2020. The daily presence of people was contrasted with the important days in March when the government in Finland announced guidelines and binding measures to restrict mobility to control the virus outbreak.

For studying the urban–rural linkage and the effect of multi-local living in the context of the first wave of COVID-19 in March 2020, we conducted four analyses. First, we correlated the differences from the baseline between the working day population and the weekend population during the last week of March in case of the 30 largest cities in Finland. Second, we correlate the difference in the working day population against the number of summer cottages by municipality per 1000 inhabitants as an indication for multi-local living. Third, to explore the mobility of people to their secondary rural homes, we examined the mobility flows from origin–destination (OD) data by Telia in the case of seasonal residence-dominated municipalities, Lohja and Sysmä. Lohja, a municipality with 46,000 inhabitants, is in Uusimaa and has a strong regional commuting pattern to the national capital, Helsinki, while it is also the fourth largest municipality regarding the number of summer cottages (n = 8500) in Finland [24]. Sysmä, a municipality with 3650 inhabitants, is in central Finland, and is the second largest municipality in terms of the relative proportion of summer cottages (n = 3900) compared to residential buildings.

Finally, to understand the urban–rural linkage and the effect of multi-local living in population presence during the lockdown of Uusimaa and gradual restriction relaxing, we analysed the third dataset, obtained from Elisa. Given its longer pre-COVID period and the fact that the first week of Telia data were missing from the Elisa data, we calculated the baseline value for each postal code area as the average presence of people during the period 6 January–14 March, 2020 (i.e., 10 weeks). As both reference periods included only “normal” pre-pandemic weeks, the difference in reference periods should not have biased our results. We also did not make comparisons between the datasets. First, we calculated a weekly average population presence for each postal code area for each of the 22 studied weeks and calculated the difference from the baseline value. Next, we clustered the weekly differences in the presence of population across the 22 weeks, per postal code area, into five clusters, using K-means clustering with 1000 iterations and 300 different centroid seeds. We tested multiple numbers of clusters, but chose five clusters as the optimal level for dividing study units into meaningful clusters regarding their the different mobility trends. Lower cluster numbers omitted meaningful differences in trends, while higher cluster numbers did not reveal any new clusters with a distinct trend.

4. Results
4.1. Decrease in Overall Mobility in Finland

The activity location data reveal the decrease of overall inter-municipality mobility in Finland from the second week of March (Figure 2). The most rapid decline in mobility occurred on 12 March after the recommendation by the government to avoid travel and to promote working remotely. The recommendation was a clear turning point and the later recommendations and binding restrictions had less influence on mobility. The overall inter-municipality mobility in the country decreased by 10% (average of week 13) from the baseline at the end of March, and for the Uusimaa region, the decrease was 18%. The decrease was more drastic for both Helsinki and its metropolitan area (HMA): 27% and 25%, respectively. Interestingly, the mobility in the Uusimaa region had already declined before the decision to close the region from all non-necessary inbound and outbound travel on 28 March took effect.
The presence of people on the first day of the state of emergency in Finland on 18.3 reveals two phenomena (Figure 3). First, people were still in northern Finland (Lapland) given the high season for winter holidays. Second, there was a population decrease in southern Finland and in larger urban areas. Ten days later, when the Uusimaa lockdown came into force, people left northern Finland and the presence of people in urban areas continued to decrease further.

4.2. Escape from Cities to the Country

The number of people in the 30 largest municipalities (i.e., cities) in Finland declined during the last week of March compared to the baseline, both during workdays as well as weekends. The decline in the presence of people has a strong and negative correlation ($R = -0.71$) with the daily incoming commuting flow by municipality (Figure 4). That is,
the bigger the city, the more the presence of people decreased. For example, Helsinki, the largest city regarding inhabitants and incoming commuters lost 27% of its usual population visiting on a daily basis. The other five largest cities, Vantaa, Espoo and Tampere have also lost its daily population due to smaller daily commuting flows, –27%, –22%, and –20%, respectively. Oulu, the fifth biggest city is an exception (~8%) as the municipality includes a vast geographical area including commuter settlements and, thus, has relatively less commuters coming from neighbouring municipalities. On the other hand, some of the top 30 municipalities (Kouvola, Salo, and Lohja) have remained approximately with the same number of people or have even gained workday population. In fact, in addition to its urban centre, these municipalities have a significant amount of summer cottages as these are among the top ten municipalities with most summer cottages in Finland.

Figure 4.

The correlation between daily incoming commuting flows (per 1000 commuters, log scale) and the change in workday presence of people from the baseline in case of the 30 largest municipalities in Finland.

Figures 4 and 5 indicate the movement of people from larger urban settlements to more rural municipalities along the coast and in central Finland. The exception here are the municipalities of the Åland archipelago, where ferry traffic was put on hold and people were unable to move there. The linear correlation between the relative change in the presence of people from the baseline and the relative distribution of summer cottages per 1000 official inhabitants is positive and strong (R = 0.75). That is, the more summer cottages per official inhabitants in a municipality, the more presence of people increased. On average, some 370 additional people for every 1000 summer cottages in a municipality arrived to a municipality by the end of March in Finland.
The linear correlation between the increase of people compared to the baseline workdays and the relative amount of summer cottages per 1000 inhabitants at municipality level (R = 0.75). The municipalities of the Åland archipelago are shown in blue dots.

As an example of people moving to their secondary homes, we focus on Sysmä and Lohja—two well-known seasonal residence municipalities. The two municipalities had different patterns regarding the dynamics of the presence of people and the incoming mobility flow. In addition to typical weekend visits to seasonal residences, people also stayed there during the winter holiday season (15 February–8 March, 2020), and shortly after people started to move back to their seasonal residences after the COVID-19-related announcements by the government on 12 March. (Appendix A, Figure A1). Moreover, the mobility flows of incoming people by municipality of origin changed compared to the baseline week (Appendix B, Figures A2 and A3). For example, compared to the baseline, people from the HMA visiting Lohja decreased 4%, 34%, and 41% for weeks 11–13, accordingly, yet in Sysmä, it increased by 22%, 96%, and 120%, respectively. Overall, people from the HMA accounted for 10% of all movements to Lohja in week 13 and 3% to Sysmä, respectively.

4.3. The Escape from Cities and the Recovery around Helsinki

Our third dataset from the HUS district (including the Helsinki metropolitan area) reveals temporal dynamics of the presence of people both spatially more accurately at postal code area level, as well as temporally, with a longer period to evaluate the gradual recovery process from the COVID-19 crisis until the end of May.

Clustering postal code areas, according to time series of the weekly relative presence of people from the baseline (average of weeks 1–10), shows results that confirm the findings until week 13—people escape from core urban centres and move to their secondary homes (Figure 6). Furthermore, a longer time period reveals some rural areas with extreme (Cluster 1) and high increase (Cluster 2) of the presence of people since week 11 despite the Uusimaa lockdown and restrictions requiring people to stay at home. In most non-urban
core areas (Cluster 3), the dynamic population remained stable, yet started to increase steadily after the Uusimaa lockdown since week 15 and the presence of people increased by over 30% compared to the baseline, on average. Urbanised areas and areas with major transport corridors (Cluster 4) lost their dynamic population, and by the end of the Uusimaa lockdown, the presence of people had decreased by 30% from the baseline, on average. Yet, by the end of May, the dynamic population recovered to the baseline level. In contrast, urban core areas (Cluster 5; e.g., areas in Helsinki, Espoo, Vantaa) experienced a significant decrease of dynamic population. By week 15, the presence of people in these areas decreased by 60% from the baseline, on average. By the end of May, these urban areas had only partially recovered their dynamic populations.

The development of the presence of people in an area is strongly linked to workplaces and secondary homes (Figure 6c,d). Workplaces are concentrated in areas having the most decrease in dynamic population (Cluster 4 and 5), whereas the most increase in populations were in areas that had a concentration of secondary homes (Clusters 1–3). Finally, one of our example municipalities, Lohja, is a vivid example of a municipality with decreasing presence of people at municipality level (Appendix A), while having significant intra-municipality differences regarding changes in population. There were decreases between −28.8% and −64.0% in urbanised postal code areas while there was a significant
increase (between 17.5 % and 122.4 %) in a well-known area for seasonal residence, despite the overall decrease of mobility at municipality level.

5. Discussion

5.1. Multi-Local Living and Crisis Management

Increasing human mobilities and technological developments contribute to the diversifying lifestyles of people, including remote working and multi-local living around the world. For crisis preparedness, this causes a challenge—how to plan and manage emergencies when the mobility flows of people can be unexpected and the actual whereabouts of people change rapidly. A social phenomenon of people with multiple homes and mobility flows from urban to rural areas demonstrates this situation, in the COVID-19 crisis, in Finland.

Our results showed that the COVID-19 outbreak in spring 2020 resulted in a rapid decline of overall mobility in Finland, which is confirmed by individual level findings [40] and follows the general global trend [8,52]. We further observed a significant reduction of mobility in core urban centres similar to other countries [10]. At the same time, results clearly indicate mobility flows from urban areas to less populated rural areas, whereas, most importantly, we found a strong correlation between the increase of people and the presence of secondary homes. By the end of March, we saw up to a 70% increase in population in municipalities that are well known for seasonal residence. In the case of the Lohja municipality, in some postal code areas, their populations doubled and trebled during the Uusimaa lockdown and the state of emergency period during the spring 2020.

There are, however, some uncertainties in our results regarding our used methodology in defining the presence of people. Inherently defined presence in used data products (i.e., present if being at least 20 min continuously within a coverage area of one mobile network base station) can cause false positive outcomes in identifying presence if the speed of movement is low enough. On the other hand, even short stopovers divide long-distance trips into several shorter trip records in OD-trip data and, thus, underrepresent actual long-distance trips to some extent. In addition, the lack of longitudinal data from pre-COVID times do not allow us to separate the COVID-19 inflicted change from the yearly seasonal increase of second-home mobility in Finland in the spring and summertime.

Despite the abovementioned uncertainties, we found strong evidence in our hypothesis. Finns moved to their second homes from larger cities despite government instructions not to move from their homes and, thus, did not follow government regulations during the state of emergency. However, it is not that straightforward, as multi-local living takes several forms [14]. While a second home living in Finland tends to relate to vacation residences and summer cottages, there are also other types of second home living. For instance, people may have urban secondary homes due to work or study activities, and in the event of a crisis, may prefer to isolate themselves in their rural homes, leaving the urban hotspots with a high infection probability for a safer environment.

Regardless of the reason for multi-local living, it causes a challenge for crisis management. People changing their residence not only increase the probability of inter-regional virus spreading, but also create pressure on health and emergency services that have not been prepared for the significant increase of inhabitants in times of crises. The increase in seasonal population and escape from cities for the summer is expected in regions with a high number of secondary homes [20,21]. However, a significant increase of population at an unusual time of year, such as in the case of COVID-19 in Finland, could increase the service needs in an unexpected manner. Even a small increase in the absolute population in rural municipalities can overload services during the emergency.

To date, there is little evidence on how mobility (e.g., urban–rural) flows may have played a role in virus transmission between different regions in Finland. However, in the case of COVID-19, our study has highlighted the need to improve crisis preparedness in the future—to acknowledge the growing importance of multi-local living better, and to be able to plan the services based on need. New data resources are needed to monitor
the situation, as static data on one place of residence and workplace per person are not enough for situational awareness. New data sources, such as mobile phone data, allow for better preparation for emergencies and monitoring them [8,10]. Furthermore, information about the effectiveness of restrictions and a recovery process is crucial—our results from the Uusimaa region suggest that the dynamic population in the densest urban centres had not recovered by mid-May. This indicates a more permanent shift to remote working and the growth of multi-local living, demonstrated by the sky-rocketing demand for secondary homes on the Finnish real estate market during the summer and autumn 2020 [53].

5.2. Feasibility of Mobile Phone Data in Crisis Management

Finally, our study demonstrated how mobile phone data could be used to provide important insights across spatial scales and prolonged time periods that are able to support situational awareness [35,42,49]. In particular, we demonstrated how inherently dynamic social phenomenon of multi-local living could be revealed and timely monitored with data products of mobile network operators. Providing these insights is valuable for a rapid crisis management and, thus, timeliness of such data products is the key strength of big data analytics compared to traditional data collection options, such as conducting surveys and using registers. Nevertheless, several challenges in using given data products remain, including data access and privacy protection addressed by recent studies [49], and additional challenges emerge due to undisclosed methodologies, such as diversity of datasets, incoherent terminologies, population representativeness, and differences in what exactly data are representing.

Our results with three aggregated and anonymised mobile phone data products demonstrate these challenges. Datasets having varying methodologies in defining and measuring activity location, OD-trip, and the place of residence, in addition to the varying use of terminology, can have significant effects on the results, as we show. For example, OD-trip data and activity location data, including place of residence, can reveal different things. OD-trip data reveal all trips, but origins can be skewed to locations near the destination while activity location data capture the actual origin areas of the people better, but not all trips, especially daily two-way trips. Another example of a challenge is the repetitiveness of data, when data products are weighted to represent the total population based on the mobile phone operator’s market share information. In this study, we focused on general mobility patterns, but in analyses focusing on specific groups of people, the data representativeness could cause challenges if some demographic groups prefer certain mobile phone operators to others, but unbiased distribution is assumed.

The origin–destination trip data is a good example of incoherent terminologies and differences of what data exactly represents. Once the revealed mobility tracks of people are aggregated and assigned between spatial units, should we define OD-trip data as trips between origin and destination or, alternatively, should we consider the given data as aggregated and disconnected segments of trips? Given that purposes behind revealed mobility remain unknown, this issue requires more emphasis in mobile phone data research, in addition to defining place of residence and activity locations (stops) more consistently. These are important issues, because they can affect the decision-making in crisis management and planning. Finally, given the well-known issue of ecological fallacy [54], different spatial aggregation levels of data products also influence results. As our example from Lohja showed, a coarse spatial scale may hide internal variations within a larger area. Furthermore, once data products are created, they cannot be reliably aggregated or disaggregated to other spatial levels. Not the least, longitudinal comparability of data products is crucial for being able to set the baseline as a proxy for normal times, but also to understand the recovery process of a society after crisis better.

That being said, mobile phone data products will certainly be valuable sources of information for evidence-based decision-making in a dynamic society. However, we call for more attention to standardization of methodology and terminology of data products.
between mobile network operators, and acknowledging existing scientific knowledge produced in mobile phone data research for social good.
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**Appendix A**

![Figure A1](image-url)  
*Figure A1.* The varying presence of people at municipality level compared to the baseline weekdays (1–7 February 2020) in the municipality of Lohja and Sysmä.
Appendix B

SHARE OF TRIPS TO SYSMÄ
BY MUNICIPALITY

Between 12–29 March, 2020

Figure A2. Incoming trips to Sysmä by municipality on 12–29 March, 2020, based on Telia trip data.
Figure A3. Incoming trips to Lohja by municipality on 12–29 March, 2020, based on Telia trip data.
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